I. INTRODUCTION
The paper belongs to the sphere of quantum physics, physics, of waves and physical fields, in particular -to the gravitational fields.
The traditional principle of solving the problem of obtained parameters gravitational field associated with of transformation parameters the electromagnetic field on the basis of Maxwell and Lorentz equations. Many leading scientific schools and scientists of the world are engaged in the search for ways of solving these problems, since they are connected with the global problems of natural science, which have great theoretical and applied significance for the knowledge of the foundations of the material world and the Universe. They are relevant for the development of physics, other natural and technical sciences, in the conditions of a constant need to deepen knowledge about the material world and the Universe as a whole, physical fields and substances that make up them.
II. PROBLEM STATE ANALYSIS AND TASK STATEMENT
Until now, physical parameters of the gravitational field have been understudied, since its only really determinable characteristics is the force F G of the gravitational interaction of physical bodies (1), which follows from Newton's law of gravitation [1] , [2] :
where m 1 , m 2 -masses (kg) of two point objects situated at the r (m) -distant between them; G -gravitational constant [3] : 
All other characteristics of the gravitational field are not strictly defined but by analogy with the parameters of electromagnetic field in terms of empiric analogy of the law of Universal gravitation (1) and the Cullen law (3) for the electrostatic interaction of two point bodies [1] In this case, the empirical analogy with other laws also implies the wave structure of the gravitational field, but it does not give grounds for a rigorous determination of its wave and other real-field characteristics that actually follow from the structure of the given field, and also for the determination of the strict numerical values of these characteristics. In addition, there are contradictions in the effects of attraction and repulsion, since objects with the same electrical charges repel, and those with different charges attract, which is the opposite of gravitational interaction. There are also problems with understanding the processes of transmission of this interaction, since the field structure for the realization of gravity phenomena has not yet been clarified.
It is generally believed that these processes follow from Einstein's general theory of relativity [4] , but one curvature of space for this is not enough, it is necessary to know what these curved structures are and what they consist of and what their interrelations are. Therefore, the search for solutions to these problems continues. The possibilities of their solution on the basis of superstring theory still have generalized character and also do not contain specific wave parameters. It based of this theory on the principle of deepening transition from level to level of the material world -from the atomic to the subatomic one, to which the elementary particles belong having the properties of substance and field. However, for particles, there are problems in identifying the maximum possible parameters, the minimum of which is usually assumed to be the approximate size and wave parameters of quark its ≈10 [1, 2] , obtained on the basis of strict physical regularities consisting of 3 initial fundamental physical constants: the speed of light in vacuum c, the gravitational constant G and the circular Planck's constant ћ, which ensures their specific parameters. This is explained by the fact that before 2000 Planck's values were considered abstract [5] , [6] .
In the developed theory of gravitational waves, marked by the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2017 [7] , there are also no specific wave parameters of the gravitational field, which is explained by the scientific and technical complexity of their determination by traditional ways based on Maxwell and Lorentz equations and by conducting real experiments. Therefore, it is relevant and important to look for other unconventional ways to determine these parameters, to which this paper is dedicated.
For the first time, such an unconventional solution of bud was found in 2014 in works [8] , [9] , which follows from works [10] , [11] , but its completeness and quality need to be refined in the framework of new scientific data obtained in recent years, which is the main goal of the performed work.
The scientific novelty of the work being done is: 1) substantiation of a new strict theoretical base for defining wave and substance parameters of gravitational field;
2) finding on this basis the calculated dependencies for determining the wave and real parameters of the gravitational field and finding their numerical values;
3) proof of the reliability of the scientific provisions and the results obtained.
III. THE PROPOSED SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM
The given task has not only the cognitive but practical significance for studying the laws of gravity from the entire Universe to the subatomic level, which determines the need for new works for its prompt solution
The parameters of the gravitational field found by nontraditional ways in works [8, 9] , are based on the use of [12] which results in its materialization and the formation in it of all the original physical fields and substances. Five scientific discoveries form the basis for a propose of physical-mathematical method defined of wave parameters gravitation field.
The first scientific discovery used in this paper is the substantiation in [8, 9] of the reality of the Planck's values of length, time and mass due to their connection with spherical Planck's thickness layers encompassing the parameters of the observable Universe (Figure 1) , which makes it possible to distribute the mass o p m over the entire spherical layer. It is therefore recognized that it is possible to use them in scientific research.
The second scientific discovery used in this paper is the justification of the parameters of the minimum quantum of the Universe.
In paper [5] , [6] which enfold the whole space of the spherical Universe by layered spheres, is proved. Since they belong to a deeper level of the material world than the subatomic one, where the laws of quantum mechanics operate, quantization is also possible for them, incl. with other physical quantities of macro-and microlevels, which makes it possible to use of International System (SI) units for analysis: of 1 meter (m), 1 second (s) and 1 kilogram (kg) [13] . But their multiplicity of n, as the main sign of quantization was not found (10) The analysis performed in [14] led to the understanding of the convention of introducing Planck's constant ћ Thus, the uniqueness of quantization of the values of time (17) was found within the accuracy of the calculated value of t p , which has 6 characters, in accordance with the accuracy of the gravitational constant G (2) .
In that way the uniqueness of time quantization 1 second and t p (17) , was revealed which coincides within the limits of accuracy of calculation magnitude t p , making 6 characters, its limited accuracy gravitation constant G (2). However for other magnitudes: -a 1 m and 1 kg the coincidences were not revealed, that demands an additional analysis of these values. This can be explained by the fact that initially [13] the values of 1 m and 1 kg [13] were chosen randomly: 1 m to be equal 1/10000000 share ¼ of Parisian meridian, 1 kg to be equal the mass of distilled water, filling a cube vessel with the length of a side 0,1 meter. The value of 1 s was associated with the daily is strictly rotation of the Earth in the Solar orbit, the parameters of which are determined by gravitational interaction. In this case, there is a reason to believe that quantizing the value 1 with Planck's time t p is not a coincidence. In is also necessary to take into account that numerical value (17) 
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The third scientific discovery used in this paper is the possibility of obtaining the fundamental physical constants c, G, h within their dimensionality on the basis of the Planck's parameters l p , t p , m p [15] . For example, the gravitational constant G can be expressed by the dependence (20): The fourth scientific discovery used in this work is the justification of the real value of the frequency of oscillation of the gravitational field.
On the basis of rigorous physicals dependences (14) and (20) a new rigorous dependence (21) was obtained in [11, 16, 17] for determining the gravitational constant value: 
Since the constant G is a constituent element in the Newton's law of gravity for determining the gravitational forces in the Universe (1), we can therefore strictly state that ν G is the frequency of this field. This reveals new possibilities for the knowledge of the foundations of the material world.
IV. NEW POSSIBILITY OF DETERMINING THE GRAVITATION FIELD PARAMETERS
The fifth scientific discovery used in this paper, is a strict definition of the parameters of the gravitational field that follow from its frequency of oscillation ν G .
On the basis of the found value of the frequency of oscillation ν G = ν p (23), it is possible to determine all other wave parameters of the gravitational field, including the following basic ones:
1. The period T G of oscillation wave 
6. Mass equivalent m G of the wave energy E G of the gravitational field, or its energy mass, which in the framework of Einstein's law E = mc 2 on the connection of total energy and mass [1] , [2] , amounts to: 
The relationship between the mass (29) and the wave parameters of the gravitational field is an additional proof of the validity of all the scientific propositions advanced above, since without the presence of mass, the gravitational field does not exist. In this case, the energy values (28) and the equivalent of the energy mass (29) are connected with the entire front of the spherical wave of the gravitational field, which is confirmed by the first scientific discovery made in [5] , [6] .
Reliability of scientific statements put forward above field [5, 13] length of the wave λ G and maximum possible wave oscillation ν G is gravitational field, quant of space composing it having sizes (13) being domains of the environment of gravitational field which because of their very small size-mass parameters can be named gravitino, by analogy with neutrino, its help talking this parameters. On this base of allows determining all other parameters gravitational field.
New fundamental physical constant of frequency of oscillation ν G found on the basis of fundamental physical constant c, G, h, therefore ν G fexpands the notion of the material world and provides the possibility of analytical refinement parameters of gravitational field. At the same time, previously unknown objectively existing laws and regularities of the material world are established, which have been proved in [5] , [6] , [8] - [12] , [14] - [17] and in this paper for the first time, therefore they can be qualified as scientific discoveries [18] .
The results of physical-mathematical method defined of wave parameters gravitation field were presented and recommended for publication on 2-th International Conference on Quantum Physics and Quantum Technology in Berlin, Germany [16] and 3-th International Conference on Theoretical and Condensed Matter Physics in New York, USA [17] .
On the basis of the found parameters of the gravitational field, it is possible to unite it with the electromagnetic field, which restricts the limits of this uniting only by the frequency ν G [16] , [17] .
V. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 1. The possibility of analytical determination of wave and real-valued parameters of the gravitational field is found on the basis of strict physical dependences, which are formed by fundamental physical constants: Planck's constant h, velocity of light in vacuum c, gravitational constant G, which confirms their reliability.
2. On the basis of strictly reliable physical laws, a new fundamental physical constant is frequency of oscillation, ν G is rigorously justified, which characterizes the frequency of oscillation of the gravitational field of the Universe; it make strictly connecting the fundamental physical constants c, h, G.
3. A strictly formalized method for determining the real parameters of the frequency ν G of the wave oscillations of the gravitational field is found, and on its basis the method for determining all other values of its wave and physical parameters.
4. The obtained values of the wave and dimensional-mass parameters of the gravitational field are tested for accuracy by using them in various other calculations, which give a previously known high-precision result.
5. The proposed new values of the fundamental physical constants ν G , and others parameters gravitation field are obtained on the strictly basis of reliable physical laws and do not contradict its, and therefore can be used in scientific research.
6. The received data and the proposed fundamentally new of physical-mathematical method defined of wave parameters gravitation field can be qualified as scientific discoveries.
